
 
Lots 901 - 910

Lot #901: TWO USBEKI EMBROIDERED PANELS 
Worked with flowerheads and vinework; approx. 3 ft. 11 in. x 5 ft. 1 in. and 3 ft. 9 in. x 
5 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00

Lot #902: SENNEH KILIM  
The ivory ground with floral lattice overlay within ivory and pistachio border; approx. 4 
ft. 1 in. x 6 ft. 1 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #903: SENNEH RUG 
Worked with lattice overlay on an oatmeal ground, within main and two guard borders; 
approx. 3 ft. 9 in. x 6 ft. 7 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

Lot #904: CAUCASIAN LONG RUG  
The cobalt ground worked with rows of pine cones, within barber pole main and three 
guard borders, areas of wear; approx. 4 ft. x 9 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #905: CAUCASIAN RUNNER 
The ivory ground worked with towers within sawtooth octagons, primary terracotta and 
ivory borders, areas of wear; approx. 4 ft. x 11 ft. 3 in.  
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #906: CAUCASIAN RUG  
Worked with two medallions on abrashed tan and brown field within three borders; 
approx. 3 ft. 7 in. x 5 ft. 4 in. 
Estimate: $ 150.00 - $ 250.00
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Lot #907: CAUCASIAN RUG  
Frayed ends and areas of wear; approx. 3 ft. 9 in. x 5 ft. 5 in. 
Estimate: $ 150.00 - $ 250.00

Lot #908: CAUCASIAN PRAYER RUG  
The brown field with lattice overlay, white serrated leaf and guard borders, areas of 
wear; approx. 3 ft. 4 in. x 4 ft. 11 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

Lot #909: CAUCASIAN WINE RED GROUND RUG  
Worked with two medallions and stylized animals, within ivory primary and two brown 
guard borders; approx. 4 ft. 6 in. x 6 ft. 4 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00

Lot #910: KAZAK DESIGN RUG 
The ivory medallions within ivory on brick red ground, blue primary and barber pole 
borders; approx. 5 ft. 1 in. x 6 ft. 9 in.  
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00
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Lots 911 - 920

Lot #911: KAZAK RUG  
The terracotta ground worked with two medallions within ivory primary blue sawtooth 
and checkered borders; approx. 4 ft. 8 in. x 6 ft. 3 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #912: KASAK RUG 
The terracotta ground worked with two shaped ivory medallions, within ivory primary 
and two guard borders, areas of severe wear; approx. 4 ft. 11 1/2 in. x 7 ft. 8 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #913: CAUCASIAN RUG 
The dark blue ground worked with horns, latches and octagons within fret border; 3 ft. 
11 in. x 5 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #914: CAUCASIAN RUG  
The blue ground worked with three stepped latched and stripe-banded diamonds, 
primary s-link and two saffron hook borders; approx. 3 ft. 10 in. x 6 ft. 1 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #915: CAUCASIAN LONG SIGNATURE RUG  
The brown field worked with foliate rectangle, within primary white and multiple guard 
borders; approx. 3 ft. 7 in. x 8 ft. 7 in.  
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #916: CAUCASIAN PRAYER RUG 
The dusty rose field with ivory and blue/green medallions, within saffron serrated leaf 
border; approx. 5 ft. 2 in. x 8 ft. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 800.00
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Lot #917: CAUCASIAN RUG  
The cobalt field worked with ivory overlay within multiple borders; approx. 3 ft. 6 in. x 
5 ft. 10 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #918: CAUCASIAN LONG RUG  
Worked with ivory and terracotta octagons and figures on cobalt ground, within ivory 
main latched and two barber pole guard border, some reweaving; approx. 4 ft. 1 in. x 8 
ft. 1 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #919: CAUCASIAN ROSE-GROUND RUG 
Worked with three brown medallions, within pea green, brown and ivory borders; 
approx. 4 ft. x 6 ft. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00

Lot #920: CAUCASIAN LONG RUG 
Worked with two turtle-back medallions on blue ground within s hook wine red 
primary and hook guard borders; approx. 4 ft. x 8 ft. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00
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Lots 921 - 930

Lot #921: CAUCASIAN LONG PRAYER RUG  
Worked with ivory and terracotta medallions and latch bands on cobalt ground, within 
saffron main and guard borders; approx. 4 ft. 9 in. x 8 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #922: CAUCASIAN RUG 
Worked with two wine red and central lobed medallion on blue ground, within wine red 
primary and guard borders, areas of wear; approx. 3 ft. 11 in. x 6 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #923: CAUCASIAN PALE BROWN-GROUND RUG  
Worked with "1950" central green and two wine red medallions, within wine red primary 
and two tan guard borders, areas of wear; approx. 3 ft. 6 in. x 7 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00

Lot #924: CAUCASIAN RUG 
Worked with diagonal terracotta, cobalt and saffron bands within lavender, terracotta and 
cobalt borders; approx. 3 ft. 8 in. x 6 ft. 10 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #925: CAUCASIAN TAN-GROUND RUG  
Worked with central cruciform and corner octagons, three borders; approx. 3 ft. 8 in. x 4 
ft. 7 in. 
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

Lot #926: CAUCASIAN PRAYER RUG 
Worked with a willow tree beneath a salmon arch, within salmon primary and two blue 
chain link and flowerhead borders; approx. 4 ft. 3 in. x 4 ft. 1 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00
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Lot #927: CAUCASIAN COBALT-GROUND RUG 
Worked with stepped and latched medallions on cobalt ground, ivory primary border; 
approx. 32 in. x 4 ft. 5 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #928: TURKISH COTTON PRAYER RUG  
Worked with a flower-filled urn within violet mihrabs and primary border and six guard 
borders; approx. 4 ft. 3 1/2 in. x 6 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00

Lot #929: TURKISH RUG 
Worked with diagonal rows of alternating ivory, wine red and blue serrated diamonds, 
within ivory and cobalt borders; 3 ft. 10 1/2 in. x 5 ft. 3 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00

Lot #930: TURKISH PRAYER RUG  
The rose field with mosque lamp and pale blue mihrab, with saffron main and two 
meander guard borders; approx. 3 ft. 1 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.  
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00
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Lots 931 - 940

Lot #931: HERIZ MEDALLION CARPET 
The terracotta and blue medallion anchored to a terracotta lattice ground, with cobalt 
primary and three guard borders, areas of wear; approx. 8 ft. x 10 ft. 8 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #932: PERSIAN PRAYER RUG  
The ivory field with floral stems, cobalt spandrels and ivory and brown borders; approx. 
4 ft. 3 in. x 5 ft. 10 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 350.00

Lot #933: PERSIAN BLUE-GROUND RUG  
Worked with ivory and terracotta sawtooth medallions and spandrels, multiple borders; 
approx. 4 ft. 10 in. x 7 ft. 4 in.  
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00

Lot #934: PERSIAN RUG 
The rose ground with stepped latticework, rose primary and two cobalt guard borders; 
approx. 4 ft. x 5 ft. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00

Lot #935: PERSIAN PRAYER RUG 
The pale rose field worked with birds amidst floral branches, blue mihrab and cobalt bird 
and flowerhead primary border; approx. 4 ft. 4 in. x 6 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #936: HERIZ MEDALLION CARPET  
The pink and cobalt medallion anchored to a brick red field with saffron and pistachio 
spandrels, within abrashed serrated leaf primary and two guard borders; approx. 11 ft. 2 
in. x 13 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00
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Lot #937: PERSIAN RUNNER  
The brick red field worked with brown, green, ivory and saffron medallions within blue 
primary and brown guard borders; approx. 3 ft. 7 in. x 13 ft. 7 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #938: PERSIAN SMALL CARPET  
The dusty rose ground worked with green and blue medallions and vinework, within 
primary and four guard borders; approx. 7 ft. 2 in. x 8 ft. 7 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #939: PERSIAN CARPET 
Worked with tightly woven pine cones on an ivory ground, within cobalt primary and 
two narrow guard borders; approx. 5 ft. 9 in. x 10 ft. 4 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #940: PERSIAN RUNNER  
Worked with green, saffron and ivory medallions on a wine red ground, cobalt and 
brown borders; 3 ft. 6 in. x 13 ft. 6 in.  
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00
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Lots 941 - 950

Lot #941: PERSIAN RUG 
Worked with rows of pinecones on a white ground, within serpentine floral main border; 
4 ft. 7 1/2 in. x 7 ft. 4 in. 
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 1000.00

Lot #942: KIRMAN RUG 
The ivory field tightly woven with pine cones, with three borders; approx. 4 ft. 7 in. x 7 ft. 
4 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

Lot #943: HERIZ MEDALLION CARPET  
The cobalt and salmon medallion anchored to a terracotta field with sky blue and 
pistachio spandrels, within primary cobalt lattice and two saffron guard borders; approx. 9 
ft. 9 in. x 11 ft. 10 in. 
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 1000.00

Lot #944: PERSIAN RUG 
The ivory field worked with pine cone medallions within ivory and pale blue borders; 
approx. 4 ft. 6 1/2 in. x 6 ft. 7 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #945: NORTHWEST PERSIAN RUG  
Worked with stepped octagons with lateral rods, on cobalt ground, three borders; approx. 
4 ft. 11 in. x 6 ft. 10 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 350.00

Lot #946: PERSIAN CARPET  
Worked with conjoined ivory, salmon and terracotta tiles, primary cobalt and six guard 
borders, areas of extreme wear and reweaving; approx. 9 ft. 9 in. x 12 ft. 2 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00
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Lot #947: HERIZ MEDALLION CARPET  
The cobalt medallion and cream spandrels on terracotta ground, within primary terracotta 
and two pale blue borders, areas of wear; approx. 9 ft. 10 in. x 12 ft. 7 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 1200.00 - $ 1800.00

Lot #948: LAVAR KIRMAN MEDALLION SMALL CARPET  
The lobed medallion anchored to a cobalt ground lattice ground, within grape primary and 
three guard borders; 8 ft. 3 1/2 in. x 11 ft. 3 in 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #949: HERIZ MEDALLION CARPET 
The ivory and blue medallion anchored to a terracotta field with ivory and pale blue 
stepped spandrels, primary lattice and two narrow blue flowerhead borders, areas of wear; 
approx. 8 ft. 10 in. x 11 ft. 1 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #950: RENAISSANCE-STYLE EMBROIDERED SILK THREE-PIECE 
PANEL  
Worked with rearing lions flanking flower-filled urns and addorsed birds, netted and 
tasseled sides, fair condition; approx. 7 ft. 9 in. x 7 ft. 3 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00
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Lots 951 - 960

Lot #951: VELVET EMBORIDERED SILK PANEL 
Worked with rose flowers and vinework on a gold ground, with metallic threaded 
border; approx. 6 ft. 10 in. x 8 ft. 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

Lot #952: SET OF SIX CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN STYLE PLATES FOR 
THE AMERICAN MARKET 
Each centered by an eagle holding the stripped shield, within floral and gilt swag border 
and salmon rim; 9 3/4 in. diam.  
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #953: SOUTHEAST ASIAN CRACKLE-GLAZED CELADON OVOID POT 
AND ASSOCIATED COVER 
The bowl with incised arch medallion; 7 5/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #954: CHINESE PAINTED HARDWOOD KANG TABLE  
The unadorned top above shaped apron and c-scroll legs with gilt flowers and foliage on 
red ground; 10 x 30 1/2 x 20 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #955: CHINESE CLOISONNÉ-MOUNTED HARDWOOD LOW TABLE  
The top fitted with three turquoise-ground panels with carp and flowers and foliate 
vinework, above shaped frieze and fret-carved apron, on block legs ending in scroll 
feet; 16 in. x 4 ft. 1/2 in. x 17 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

Lot #956: PAIR OF CHINESE CARVED HARDWOOD LOW TABLES WITH 
MARBLE TOPS 
Each rectangular top with with mottled pink marble panel over flower and vine-carved 
frieze, on angular legs joined by box stretcher and ending in pseudo paw feet; 20 1/4 x 
26 1/2 x 20 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #957: JAPANESE IMARI PORCELAIN OCTAGONAL BEAKER  
With everted rim and swelling base, decorated with tree trunks, flowers and fencing; 9 
in., 5 1/4 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 150.00 - $ 250.00
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Lot #958: THAI CARVED RED SANDSTONE HEAD OF BUDDHA  
With serene expression and bead-curled hair, on black laminate block stand; 19 x 9 1/2 
in., 27 1/4 in. with stand.  
Estimate: $ 1500.00 - $ 2500.00

Lot #959: CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE "GOURD" FORM JAR AND COVER 
Enameled with marine specimens including octopus, turtle, seahorse, crab and other 
shellfish, the cover with loop handle, red pseudo mark; 5 1/2 in., 9 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #960: PAIR OF CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN BOTTLE 
VASES 
Each with dragons, flaming pearls and cloud bands, the neck with small blade leaf band, 
underglaze blue six-character mark; 19 in. 
Estimate: $ 1500.00 - $ 2500.00
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Lots 961 - 970

Lot #961: CHINESE IVORY CRACKLE-GLAZED BALUSTER-FORM 
VASE  
With underglaze concentric ring mark; 15 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 900.00

Lot #962: CHINESE CARVED POLYCHROME WOOD HEAD OF 
BUDDHA  
In serene attitude, the knotted hair adorned with crown carved with three figures, 
floral stems and scrolls; 34 x 15 x 13 in. 
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 1000.00

Lot #963: CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN JAR 
Of squat baluster-form enameled with pink quatrefoil stems and lotus-tip base; 9 x 
10 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

Lot #964: PAIR OF CHINESE MIDNIGHT BLUE-GROUND CLOISONNÉ 
BOWLS WITH FLORAL BRANCHES  
2 in., 4 1/2 in.  
Estimate: $ 30.00 - $ 50.00

Lot #965: CHINESE HARDWOOD ALTAR TABLE 
The rectangular top above waisted and bracketed frieze, on beaded legs joined by 
lateral ox-bow stretcher; 34 3/4 x 37 x 16 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #966: CHINESE TURQUOISE-GROUND PORCELAIN RICE BOWL  
With underglaze iron red six-character mark; enameled with colorful floral 
branches; 2 1/4 in., 4 3/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00
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Lot #967: CHINESE INCISED GREEN-GLAZED POTTERY VASE 
The ovoid bowl and funnel neck incised with flowers and foliage; 13 1/2 in. 
Provenance: F. & J. Frankel Collection. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 400.00

Lot #968: CELADON CRACKLE-GLAZED OVOID JAR LAMP AND 
ANOTHER 
The one with wood lid and base, the other with incised decoration, on reeded metal 
base; 21 3/8 in. and 22 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

Lot #969: THAI CARVED SANDSTONE HEAD OF BUDDHA  
The abraded face with serene expression and with tightly curled hair, set into 
ebonized wood stand; 8 1/4 in., 13 1/4 in. with stand. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 400.00

Lot #970: THAI CARVED SANDSTONE HEAD OF BUDDHA 
With serene countenance, tightly curled hair with ushnisa, fitted into wood stand; 
16 7/8 in. with stand. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00
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Lots 971 - 980

Lot #971: CAMBODIAN CARVED SANDSTONE TORSO OF A FEMALE 
DEITY 
With broad shoulders and swelling breasts, wearing a sampot with fish-tail terminals, 
on gray marble stand; 19 3/4 in., 24 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 1000.00

Lot #972: CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN FOOTED DEEP 
DISH  
With carp and flower stem reserves on a "woven" ground, underglaze mark of fu dog 
with concentric rings; 2 5/8 in., 12 7/8 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #973: EGYPTIAN CARVED LIMESTONE TWO-SIDED RELIEF PANEL  
The one side with a youth with braided beard and cap with color band, the other side 
a young woman with braided coif and wearing multi-tiered necklace, ebonized 
standing frame; approx. 7 1/4 x 6 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

Lot #974: CHINESE CARVED HUANG HUALI KANG TABLE 
The rectangular top above waisted frieze and scroll carved apron, the legs ending in 
scroll feet; 11 1/4 x 32 1/2 x 21 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #975: CHINESE BLUE-GLAZED PORCELAIN BOTTLE VASE 
WIth gilt character rondels and bats, rim-into-neck broken; 16 in. 
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

Lot #976: CAMBODIAN CARVED SANDSTONE HEAD OF BUDDHA 
With broad nose and mouth, wearing tiered crown, set into a red-stained oak stand; 
12 in., 21 1/2 in. with stand.  
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 1000.00
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Lot #977: CHINESE ELM SIDE TABLE 
The two-plank top above two drawers with brass pulls flanked by wing brackets, on 
flared legs; 31 1/2 x 41 1/4 x 23 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

Lot #978: CHINESE HUANG HUALI LOW TABLE 
The rectangular top with molded and pierced fret frieze, on block legs; 17 in. x 4 ft. 1 
in. x 24 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

Lot #979: INDIAN CARVED SANDSTONE FIGURE OF A CELESTIAL 
DANCER  
With beaded necklace, arm ornament and swaged belt, on cast iron stand; 18 x 16 1/2 
in. 
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 2000.00

Lot #980: PAIR OF CHINESE ENGRAVED BRASS PRICKET STICKS  
Each double spindle stem with shallow pan, on dished footed base with character 
rondels, deer and foliage; 19 in., 10 1/2 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00
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Lots 981 - 990

Lot #981: PAIR OF CHINESE CARVED AND PAINTED WOOD GROUPS  
Each modeled as the seated Kwan Yin with tiara and knotted hair, with one foot resting on 
the back of a buddistic dog or an elephant; 44 1/2 x 34 x 15 in. 
Estimate: $ 5000.00 - $ 10,000.00

Lot #982: CHINESE BLUE-GROUND CLOISONNÉ LARGE BOTTLE VASE  
With butterflies amidst prunus branches and colorful chrysanthemums; 22 1/4 x 13 in. 
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

Lot #983: PAIR OF CHINESE BLACK-GROUND FAMILLE VERTE ANGULAR 
BALUSTER-FORM VASES, MOUNTED AS LAMPS 
Each with four panels of cranes and lotus, peonies, chrysanthemums and prunus branches; 
19 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

Lot #984: CHINESE LOW TABLE  
12 1/2 x 42 x 25 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #985: TIBETAN SANDSTONE ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENT  
16 x 40 x 4 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #986: ASIAN GREEN-GLAZED POTTERY STEMMED CENSER AND 
COVER  
The ringed stem on bell-form base and the broad pan with raised center and cover pierced 
with quatrefoils; 10 in., 8 1/2 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #987: TWO BLUE AND WHITE GLAZED POTTERY BOWLS 
The one with water lily pads and cloud bands, the other with floral stems; 3 and 2 7/8 in., 7 
1/4 and 6 1/2 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

Lot #988: TWO SIMILAR BLUE AND WHITE GLAZED POTTERY FOOTED 
DISHES  
Each with bird with head turned to right, amidst foliage; 8 5/8 and 8 7/8 in. diam.  
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00
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Lot #989: SET OF FOUR REGENCE-STYLE GILT-BRONZE CANDLESTICKS  
Each tapered stem with four oval profile medallions beneath octagonal nozzles with 
beaded rims, on scalloped scroll and shell base; 9 7/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #990: RENAISSANCE-STYLE BRONZE PRICKET STICK  
The tiered foliate-banded stem modeled with mask and bear heads, addorsed eagle and 
lions, on concave-sided base and sejant sphinx supports; 16 1/2 x 7 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00
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Lots 991 - 1000

Lot #991: BAROQUE-STYLE BRASS FLOOR LAMP 
The ringed and vase stem with pan and urn nozzle, on bell-form base and tripod lion's 
paw feet; 4 ft. 9 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

Lot #992: PAIR OF BAROQUE-STYLE GILT-METAL HEXAGONAL 
LANTERNS  
Each with glass sides beneath lobed roof, the lobed base with shell and cherub heads and 
repoussé foliage; 30 x 12 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 1000.00

Lot #992A: ASSEMBLED PAIR OF BAROQUE-STYLE BRASS FLOOR LAMPS 
Each segmented vase and pole stem beneath lobed pan, on triangular base and reeded 
feet; 4 ft. 1 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #993: BAROQUE-STYLE BRASS SIX-LIGHT SMALL CHANDELIER  
The ringed stem with ball pendant supporting the s-scroll arms ending in pans and urn 
nozzles; 22 x 18 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 400.00

Lot #993A: PAIR OF BAROQUE ENGRAVED BRASS PRICKET STICKS 
Each with baluster-form standard decorated with acanthus leaves, rising from stepped 
round base; 19 1/4 in., 8 1/2 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

Lot #994: PAIR OF RENAISSANCE-STYLE BRASS PRICKET STICKS  
Each with roll-over pan above vase and urn stem and triangular bases with scrolls on c-
scroll feet; 25 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00
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Lot #995: CARVED ALABASTER RELIEF PANEL 
The pointed arched niche enclosing the Virgin and Child and two angels beneath God the 
father, the spandrels with kneeling angels, later velvet-covered frame; the panel: 6 1/4 x 3 
1/2 in.  
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #996: TURKISH BLUE-GLAZED POTTERY FOOTED BOWL 
The sloping bowl with five lobed floral reserves, on dot ground, the turquoise exterior 
with incised diagonal grid; 4 3/8 in., 15 1/4 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

Lot #997: FRENCH MEDIEVAL-STYLE PAINTED POTTERY BUST: 
"BEATRICE" 
Modeled wearing a crown and fleur de lys rose cloak, the base titled; 13 x 13 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 150.00 - $ 250.00

Lot #998: FRENCH RENAISSANCE-STYLE LIMOSAN ENAMEL AND GILT-
METAL VOTIVE PANEL 
Centered by a scene of the Madonna and child with two kneeling figures, beneath a d-
shape panel of the crucified Christ, the arched frame cast with scrollwork, vase pilasters 
and oval heads of the four evangelists; 8 1/2 x 5 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

Lot #999: CONTINENTAL ROCOCO FAIENCE CHARGER  
With ochre floral clusters within serpentine rim, staple repaired; 14 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 350.00

Lot #1000: DUTCH POLYCHROME DELFT CHARGER 
With peacock perched on floral branch gazing at a butterfly, fruit and lattice border, 
cracked and pitted; 14 1/4 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00
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